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Deploying a distributed application with OpenStack 
 

 

 

 

 

 

In this lab you will perform three exercises. Each exercise (task) specifies one or more deliverables to 
produce. Collect all the deliverables in in one single document (D). Please Give this document a 
structure that mimics the structure of this document. 

The final labo report is a compressed file composed of : 

1. the document D and, 

2. the script program of exercise 3. 
 

 

Lab deliverables: Submit your lab report to the Moodle space of the CLOUD course. 

Lab due date : Deliver your results before Wednesday October 14, 2015, 8:00 PM.   
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Introduction 
 

This lab aims to deploy a distributed application on an OpenStack infrastructure (SWITCHEngines: 
https://www.switch.ch/engines/). The application collects and store data from several sensors installed 
in a given building. Sensors are used to measure temperature, humidity, brightness and physical 
presence. Figure 1 shows the location of the sensors in various rooms of hepia building. 

 

 
Figure 1: Locations of sensors in 4th and 5th floors of hepia building 

The system is composed of four layers (figure 2): 

1. Sensor layer: it includes multi-function sensors that measure temperature, humidity, 
brightness and presence. Each sensor is connected (paired) to one of the three Raspberries 
(pi1, pi2, pi3 in Figure 1): one Raspberry Pi on the fourth floor and two Raspberries on the fifth 
floor. 

2. Raspberry Pi layer: Raspberries are used to collect data received from multiple sensors. Each 
Raspberry Pi implements a REST server that stores the data received from the sensors 
connected to it. 

3. Cloud Layer: this layer is used to collect data received from the raspberries and store them in 
a database. A “REST Client” is used to retrieve data from the “raspberries REST servers” 
while a “REST server” is used to allow secured access to the data. 

4. End user app. layer: This layer retrieves data from the Cloud layer (by means of the REST 
Server) and uses them for the specific needs of end users applications. 
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Figure 2 : System architecture 

 
We can also view the system as a set of “instances”, each of them belongs to one of the four following 
types of instances: 

• “Raspberry” instances: They correspond to the “raspberry” layer. A raspberry instance is a 
REST server, which collects data from paired sensors. This lab does not deals with the 
raspberry instances. 

• “RESTClient” instances: They are deployed in the cloud (cloud layer), and are responsible of: 

o collecting data from “Raspberry” instances, 

o storing data on the “MongoDB” instances. 

•  “MongoDB Server” instances: They are deployed in the cloud (cloud layer). These instances 
are used to manage a MongoDB database. 

• “RESTServer” instances: They are deployed in the cloud (cloud layer). These instances 
retrieve data from “MongoDB” instances and provide them to any end user application 

 

The goal of this lab is to: 

• deploy (on the SWITCHEngines infrastructure): 

o one “MongoDB Server” instance, 

o one “RESTServer” instance and, 

o one “RESTClient” instance, 

• visualise data stored in the MongoDB database. 

The binaries of “RESTServer” and “RESTClient” instances are available on these URLs: 

• “RESTServer”: http://mse-cloud.s3-website-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/docs/restserver.py 

• “RESTClient”: http://mse-cloud.s3-website-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/docs/restclient.py 
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Exercise 1 : Using SWITCHEngines portal to deploy the system (manual 
deployment) 
 

The goal of this exercise is to create the three instances MongoDB instance, RESTServer instance, 
RESTClient instance by using the web interface portal of SWITCHEngines (horizon). 

After logging to your SWITCHEngines account, examine the drop-down menus in the upper left 
corner. Search the menu that allows you to select the region (LS : Lausanne, ZH: Zurich). Switch the 
console to “LS” region. 

How to create instances? 

Read this URL to understand how to create instances on SWITCHEngines: 

https://help.switch.ch/engines/documentation/start-virtual-machines/ 

Creation of a MongoDB instance 
 

Image : Ubuntu Trusty 14.04 

Type : m1.small 

Access your instance by ssh and install MongoDB : sudo apt-get install mongodb-server 

 Configuration : 

• Change the /etc/mongodb.conf configuration file in order to allow the database listen 
on the network : change « bind_ip = 127.0.0.1 » by « bind_ip = 0.0.0.0 » 

• reboot the machine : sudo reboot 

   

 To check whether the database listens on the network: sudo netstat --listen -a -p 
 

 
  
Create a snapshot of your instance so as you can use it later without any reinstallation and/or 
configuration. 

Creation of a “RESTClient” instance 

Create an m1.tiny instance using the image Ubuntu Trusty 14.04. 

When the instance is created, access it by ssh and follow this instructions : 

1. sudo apt-get install python-pip 

2. sudo pip install pymongo 

3. copy the python REST client program : 

a. wget http://mse-cloud.s3.amazonaws.com/docs/restclient.py 

4. Execute the program: python restclient2015-2016.py “IP MongoDB instance” & where “IP 
MongoDB instance” is the address of the MongoDB instance  

Do not forget that the MongoDB database needs to be reached on these ports: 27017 and 28017 

Create a snapshot of your instance so as you can use it later without any reinstallation and/or 
configuration. 

Creation of a “RESTServer” instance 

Create an m1.tiny instance using the image Ubuntu Trusty 14.04. This distribution includes python 
Version 2.7.x. 

When the instance is created, access it by ssh and follow this instructions and follow this instructions : 
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1. sudo apt-get install python-pip 

2. sudo pip install pymongo 

3. sudo pip install flask 

4. copy the python REST server program : 

a. wget http://mse-cloud.s3.amazonaws.com/docs/restserver.py 

5. Execute the program: python restserver.py “MongoDB Instance IP” & 
 

The REST server listens on port 18000  
 
Create a snapshot of your instance so as you can use it later without any reinstallation and/or 
configuration. 

How to check that the system is operational? 

To check that data are correctly stored in the MongoDB database, submit a http request to the REST 
server. Data collected from respberries are accessed using these three URLs: 

http://IP:18000/getLastSensorsValues/pi1 

http://IP:18000/getLastSensorsValues/pi2  

http://IP:18000/getLastSensorsValues/pi3 

where IP is the IP address of the RESTSever instance 

 

Deliverables 

In your lab report: 

1. In your SWITCHEngines account, move to “Instances” tab, create a screenshot of the three 
instances you have created, and insert it in your document. 

2. Add a screenshot of the data retrieved from one of the three raspberries (Figure 3). Specify in 
your document : 

a. The URL you have used to collect data 

b. the date and time (date, hour, minute) of the http request you made to get this data. 

Figure 3 : data retrieved from MongoDB 

 
Exercise 2: Creating your own private network 
In exercise 1, the deployment is done on the predefined “private” network that exists on your 
SWITCHEngines account. 

The goal of this exercise is to create your own private network and deploy the same application 
(MongoDB, RESTServer and a RESTClient instances) from snapshots. 

This URL explains how to create and configure a private network on SWITCHEngines IaaS: 

https://help.switch.ch/engines/documentation/configure-your-network/ 

Click on the “Network topology” tab to consult the status of your network (test the two buttons: small 
and normal): 
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• After creating the network and before creating a router 

• After creating a router and before setting a gateway 

• After setting a gateway and before adding an interface 

• After creating an interface 

 

Deliverables: Add the screenshot of your network topology to your document 

 
Exercise 3: Using OpenStack API to deploy the system (automatic deployment) 
The aim of this exercise is to develop a Linux script which automatically deploys the whole system. 
VMs are created by using OpenStack commands (called nova commans in OpenStack terminology). 

How to install and use nova API ? 

On an Ubuntu machine (you can create a dedicated instance on SWITCHEngines):  

1. Run the command : sudo apt-get update 

2. Run the command: sudo apt-get install  nova-api 

3. Access your OpenStack account 

4. Click on the Access & Security menu 

5. Click on the API access menu 

6. Download the OpenStack RC file 

7. Copy this file to the machine on which you installed nova API 

8. Run the command: source OpenStack-rc-file 

9. Run the command :sudo apt-get install python-novaclient 

You can now execute nova commands. 

nova commands can be viewed by typing “nova help”. See “nova help COMMAND” for help on a 
specific command. 

The script to develop is assumed to execute these operations: 

1. creates one MongoDB instance, 

2. creates one RESTClient instance and launch the program client.py (use the snapshot already 
created in Exercise 1), 

3. creates one RESTServer instance and launch the program server.py (use the snapshot 
already created in Exercise 1). 

4. deletes the VMs when the user presses “A” (Abord) 

For points 1, 2 and 3, use snapshots already created in Exercise 1. 

Deliverable: Linux script 

 

Guidelines to develop the script of exercise 3 

 

1. How to create OpenStack instances with nova commands? 

You should use nova boot command. For further details, you can see the script startVMs.sh 
available on this URL: 

http://lsds.hesge.ch/wp-content/lectures/CLOUD2014-2015/startVMs.sh  

2. How to test if the created instances are “actives”? 
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You should use nova list to visualize created instances. To select active instances, use grep 
command. 

wc command can be used in order to retrieve the number of active instances (number of lines 
containing the prefix of created instances and “ACTIVE” string)  

3. How to extract the IPs of the active instances? 

The following command extracts IPs of the created instances: 

nova list | grep -w instance_name | awk ' { print $XX } ' | cut -d = -f 2 

Where server_name is the name of the instance.  

4. How to detect if an active instance can be “reached” 

Use nc command (netcat): nc IP port 

Where IP is the address of the instance. In our context, port = 22 (ssh port) 


